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Abstract 

In a TFF Accelerator, a transverse electric 
field is set up between pairs of curved deflecting 
plates. Charged particles passing between the 
plates are both deflected and strongly focussed by 
the field. Average-straight-line motion (if de- 
sired) is obtainable by having the successive pairs 
of plates curve in alternating directions (with 
corresponding reversal of the field). Acceleration 
is achieved by adjusting the mean voltage on each 
succeeding pair of plates. Computer simulations are 
in good agreement with the analytically calculated 
beam dynamics; they show no evidence of beam insta- 
bilities and almost no emittance growth. A design 
for a 400 keV, 8 A/meter, single-ribbon dc accelera- 
tor will be presented. 

First, we analyze ribbon beam dynamics in the 
regions between the curved electrodes (Fig. 1); we 
include gap effects later. We consider concentric 
cylindrical-arc electrodes and a concentric ion tra- 
jectory at the mean radius rm. If we assume this 
ion was born somewhere at zero potential we have 
mv2/2 = -q&, where &,, is the potential at rm 
that results from the electrode potentials and the 
space charge of the total beam. Then force balance 
requires a radial electric field at rm 

1. Introduction 

Transverse field_ focussing of ribbon beams is a 
well-known effect'*2 which has been used in elec- 
tron beam transoort3 and electrostatic analv- 
zers.4 We discuis here a new application, tie 
transport and acceleration of high power ion beams 
(10 A dc, 400 to 800 keV) needed in neutral injec- 
tion systems for fusion reactors. Transverse field 
focussing (TFF) has been shown to be capable of 

;gy4 
all the requirements of such a beam sys- 
Analytic calculations have shown that the 

current densities and emittances transportable in a 
TFF device exceed those obtainable with electro- 
static qu drupoles 

4 
using comparable potentials and 

gradients. 

This paper summarizes the basic formulae that we 
have deri;eb to describe TFF physics, and presents a 
typical accelerator design. (A more 
account will be published 

dgtailed 
separately.) 

analyze some topics not previously treated f:F 
ribbon beams, such as effects of electrode gaps and 
beam emittance, and the condition for beam matching. 

In Section 2 we discuss the equilibrium trajec- 
tory, Poisson's equation, single-particle oscilla- 
tions, the envelope equation, and the matched beam 
condition. Section 3 summarizes the analysis of 
electrode gap effects for application to beam 
matching. Formulae for optimizing a beam transport 
system are derived in Section 4, and acceleration is 
discussed in Section 5. We conclude, in Section 6, 
by applying all these results to the design of a 
proposed 400 keV accelerator. 

Other topics, such as design of matching 
sections and control of the beam edge, will be 
discussed elsewhere.8 

2. Basic Equations for Transport 

We are considering negative ions with energies 
< 1 MeV and use non-relativistic equations. (Our 
equations, with slight alterations, also apply to 
positive ions.) We assume that negative ion beams 
have had any accompanying electrons removed prior to 
acceleration. We note that low energy electrons 
created by collisions with gas in the accelerator 
will be immediately swept out by the TFF fields. 

(1) 

an expression which will be used frequently. 

Our model is a ribbon beam with thickness 2x0 
centered about r, and carrying a uniform current 
density 3 = 11/2x0, where I1 is the current 
per unit width. Integrating Poisson's equation in 
cylindrical coordinates using Em from Eq. (1) as 
an initial condition gives8 

$ = 1 - 21n(l$-) + 2k< + O(G) 
m r r 

m m 

for x=r-rm, -xo<x<xo. (Terms through 5th order 
and electrode potentials are calculated in Ref. 8. 
In the present paper we keep d terms only through 
x2.) We have introduced k=k'/x, where 

k' = Cr,' Il/8if2 (3) 

with C = 1/2(2ym)I/2. (C = 1.45~106 for D- 
beams or 2.05x10 for H- beams when I1 1s in 
A/cm and 6 is in volts.) Perturbing an equilibrium 
orbit in the potential given by Eq. (2), we obtain 
the single-particle equation 

$ + Q (l-k)x = 0 , 
ds rm 

(4) 

where s is the distance along the midline. 

Our transport system (Fig. 1) consists of a 
series of electrodes with alternating curvature 
separated by short gaps and arranged to give a 
constant potential along the midline of the beam 
(equilibrium orbit). The envelope x0 can no 
longer be exactly constant, because of the 
Equation (4) still applies in the modified form8 

gaps. 

&+g#$$& 

-u 

xflc 833.8807 

Fig. 1. TFF transport system, with notation used in 
this paper. 
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+ G (f(s) - k) x = 0 , (5) 

rm 

where f(s) = E2(s)/Em2 with E(s) the field along the 

midline. Then f + 0 in the gaps, and f = 1 in the 
electrode sections; f is periodic with period L, 
where L is the distance between gaps. If 

x,(s+L) = x0(s) (6) 

the beam is called matched and has small Floquet os- 
cillations; otherwise there are envelope oscillations 
with a different period. We do not discuss the 
latter here, except to note they may be used for 
beam matching purposes.8 Imposing (6) and using 
Floquet's theorem and standard methods developed for 
AG systems,9 we obtain 

d2x 
--$. + k (f(s) x0 - k') - $= 0 , (7) 

m 

where E is the (unnormalized) emittance. (This equa- 
tion can also be derived from a different point of 
view, starting with the Vlasov equations.8) 

Since f(s) is non-negative in TFF (rather than 
alternating in sign) and the gaps are short, the 
Fl oouet oscillations described by Eq. (7) are 
con;iderably smaller than in AG systems. Averaging 
Eq. (7) over the period L yields the important 
result (accurate to within 0.5%) for a matched 
beam8 

k+n2=f, (8) 

where k = k'/<xo>, 

n2 
r2 2 

(9) 

and f = <f(s)>, a constant determined by the 
geometry. Equation 8 shows how the matched beam 
condition (6) can be satisfied by various ratios of 
the space charge term to the emittance term. 
Equation (8) was derived for a transport system but 
can be applied with due care to accelerators where 
most parameters, including L, change slightly from 
one electrode pair to the next (see Section 6). 

3. Electrode Gap Effect 

In order to calculate f for a TFF transport 
section, we applied conformal mapping techniques to 

idealized electrode geometryI in order to 
ZEtain the transverse electric field E(s) along the 

midline, and then computed tl-E2(s)/Emz>. The result 

The result is shown as a function of gap length in 
Fig. 2. This result applies to all cases where the 
electrodes are long enough for E(s) to essentially 
reach the maximum possible value Em, l-e., for L/G 
> 3 (see Fig. 1). In practice Lgap/G is in the 
range between 0.35 and 1.45, and then f is well-re- 
presented by the linear approximation 

f = 1 - 0.65 @ - 0.45 ; . (10) 

In a TFF accelerator there is a conventional ac- 
celerating-gap field superposed on the transport 

nd its focussing effect increases f by up to 

0 

3 
e 1.0 
7 

Fig. 2. Result of electrode gap calculation. 

4. Maximizing Current Transport 

Consider a matched beam with given emittance and 
energy. Equations (3) and (8) show that I1 can be 
increased by suitably varying x0 or rm, but the 
electric fields or potentials calculated using Eq. 
(1) could become unacceptably large. A potential 
limit usually turns out to be the controlling 
factor, so we will maximize 11 with fixed U, where 
U is the potential of an electrode with respect to 
the beam. We 'define a safety 'factor S = G/2x0 
which allows clearance needed for any beam envelope 
oscillations or for a halo from aberrations in the 
injected beam. We have <x0> = arm where a = 
U/4$&, is constant. (We used Ea. (1) and the 
approximation U = E,G = EE,r,S.) Thus we can 
write Eq. (8) as 

'*l rm 
;63~~~+ $-a-4=f(+,a,+), (11) 

m m 

where f is expressed in a general way which allows 
for inclusion of focussing by an acceleration 
field. If we maintain constant shape, i.e., scale L 
and Lqap with r,, then f is constant and we find 
by di ferentiation of (11) that 

so that 

max 
I1 (12) 

for the case considered. We can express the results 
in the form 

k+ (13) 

which is useful for making quick estimates, since f 
is typically 0.8 and k is 9J/JCL where JCL is 
the Child-Langmuir current density in a plane diode 
with spacing r,. Physically, Eq. (13) says that 
for a matched beam in a system optimized in the 
manner discussed, the space charge force should be 
twice the emittance effect (thermal pressure 
gradient8) and the sum of these forces equals the 
average focussing force. 
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Many other optimizations are possible; for tories, which are in excellent agreement with pre- 
example, L may be held fixed instead of scaling with diction. (Details on 8p hase space dynamics will be 

rms in which case Eq. (12) and (13) will have published elsewhere. 1 We started with the 
correction terms.* specifications U,,,=SOkV, S=3, and ~~0.025 nrad-cm 

at the injection energy of 80 keV. The gap field 
5. Acceleration limit was 40 kV/cm. (The maximum transverse field 

turned out to be 23 kV/cm.) We chose a 6 gap 
Our equations so far were developed for a peri- accelerator giving 30% energy gain per stage, and 

odic system, but it is reasonable to apply them to imposed reasonable limits on the lengths L. These 
an accelerator if the fractional change in beam considerations determined that rF be 34 cm for the 
energy per gap is sufficiently small. At this point final stage, and that I1 be *A/meter of H-. 
we introduce the (constant) normalized emittance 
E,, = VE/C so that the matched beam condition, Eq. 
(81, is Acknowledgments 
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where for simplicity we put dm=d, rm=r, and 
<x0,=x. We choose to keep X constant from one This work was supported by the Director, Office 
section to another (an option). We introduce of Energy Research, Office of Fusion Energy, Develop- 
subscript F for the reference section optimized for ment and Technology Division of the U. S. Department 
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final section.) Then by Eq. (131 

so that the other term in Eq. (14) is fF/3. 
stituting in (14) and rearranging, we find 

f- = $1 (d 3/4 g1/2 
, 

F 

Sub- 

(15) 

1. 

2. 
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